
MAIL THE FORM BELOW WITH YOUR 25%  DEPOSIT
To: Outing Services; 14810 Linden Ave. N.; Seattle, WA 98133

Details by request (206-363-0859)

Name: Trip Title: Enclosed $:                ,

Address: Room Mates:                                    ,

Zip: Email                                    ,

Phone:        H.         O.Sign                                    ,
I the above signed understand that there are risks and hazards involved in active sports including the activities I will 
be participating in with The Outing Club LLC. I accept these risks as my responsibility and agree to release The 
Club, their representatives, guides, and associates, from any liability for accidents or injuries which may occur 
during or traveling to and from said activities.

2/24-29 SKI ASPEN ON A BUDGET

Even the locals view Aspen with a bit of a nod to the rich and famous crowd that makes up a large part 
of the population here during the peak tourist seasons, now summer for concerts and winter for skiing.  
We will be staying down valley where lodging is not the usual $500-$1,000 a night, but that doesn’t 
mean we can’t tour shop and eat in town.  Aspen is a very nice town situated in an idyllic mountain 
valley which reminds me a lot of Switzerland.  Both in the fall amber or winter white this valley 
sparkles with life and color.  Surprisingly Alpen is home to the largest free, yes you heard that 
correctly, no charge cross country and snowshoe network in the country.  The network connects the 
resort towns of Aspen and Snowmass and runs further down valley to Basalt.  This might give us the 
opportunity to eat breakfast in Aspen one day and ski home in the evening.  There is also some unique 
ski touring opportunities at the head of the Aspen Valley following the east west highway which is 
closed in winter, which makes it a nice wide magic carpet into the Colorado Rockies.  We will also ski 
some of the other remarkable touring centers on our way over and back from Denver, like the 
Breckenridge Center or the Keystone Nordic center which we visited on our last tour in Colorado.  It is 
amazing how good the conditions are in these mountains, at Keystone I once stepped off the groomed 
trail system and plunged down 
two feet to the ground through dry 
fluff, like falling off a curb.  The 
snow here never gets dense, never 
gets icy never sets up at all; 
remarkable!  Provided: transit, 
rental car, airfare, lodging.  Dates 
2/24-29 Cost $1,383

14810 Linden Ave. N.    Shoreline, WA 98133        (206) 363-0859
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